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"It's Cheap ... it's Sleazy ... but it's Mine--!"
(Cheap and Sleazy, Version 2.0)
(http://www.cheapandsleazy.net)

But first, let me address the obvious question:
Why Cheap and Sleazy?
Well, once upon a time I spent a year in a web design and development course, where we learned HTML,
all about tables and frames and JavaScript ... and this site uses no frames, and just a few tables ... so,
that's the cheap part.
As for the sleazy part, if you're here looking for pictures of nekkid folks, you'll just have to settle for my
friend, Mr. Flash iPod!

A "Flash" iPod
This is about as sleazy as this site will get, thankyouverymuch -- unless you count some of my jokes, of
course ...!
Also, Cheap and Sleazy refers to shortcuts, tips, tricks and ways to do things a bit differently for court
reporting students and other Students of Steno.
(And now, without further ado ...)

My name is Glen Warner ('gdw' on a forum or two), and I am a court reporting student at Seattle's Court
Reporting Institute.
During a few bouts of insomnia, I wrote a couple documents I thought my fellow CR students might find of
use: A guide to computers, and a guide to buying steno machines, laptops, and CAT software. I used to
hand these out to my fellow students as Word documents, but eventually decided to put that year long
Web Design and Development program I went through to some use, and put it on the web.
I also, on occasion, solicit articles from other writers! See the lower part of this page.
And every once in a while, I do some updating ...

Update (3AUG05)
Have you seen it yet?
I'm talking about Marc Greenberg's digitalCAT User's Guide ...!
Feast your squinties -- er, take a look at this screen shot from the Dictionary Setup chapter:
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Natrually, if you click on the image you'll get a slightly bigger version ... and that closer look may reveal a
Cheap and Sleazy influence ...!
Maybe.
Get your copy here.
In other news, thanks to the guys at courtreportinghelp.com, I have for those of you (or perhaps I should
say "us") who are stuck at a certain speed ... or have reached what those who have been doing steno for
a while have come to call a plateau, the first six chapters of courtreportinghelp.com's The Plateau.
When the next chapters are released, I will add them to the document and upload them here.
Update (29JUL05)
Do you feel the need -- the "Need for speed," as Tom Cruise once said? Well, so does Mark Kisslingbury!
If you don't know the name, Mark K. is the CR who recently broke the world record in steno: 360 wpm!
Mark indeed feels the need.
So what, you ask? Well, Mark was in a recent chat over at Steno Life.com. If you also "feel the need,"
you can read a transcript of the chat here.
Update (26JUL05)

digitalCAT for Dunces Made Simple
Well, as promised last week, Marc Greenberg of Simply Steno has completed his digitalCAT User's
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Guide! It's $35 per CD. The files are all .rtf as I write this, and are even now being converted over to .pdf
by Yours Truly, so you should be able to read at least one of these formats. Tell all your friends -- because
there are group discounts. :o)
What's that? You say you want to know what the discounts are?
They would be 1 - 5 copies: $35; 6 - 10 copies: $32; 11 and up: $28.
Of course, those prices are "each," not for the whole lot ...! :o)

Gemini Piper Notes
As promised sometime last week, I have a bit more info on the new Gemini ... alas, no pictue as yet, but
hopefully soon ...!
The improvements in the Gemini Piper are as follows:
1) The battery life has been doubled to (12 hours) and moved inside the machine (IE
no more external battery pack unless you want extra battery life)
2) The Gemini Piper is now a wireless machine from the start (you can still use
cables but you get wireless without adding it as an option)
3) The Piper comes in 21 colors and is painted with a paint that is virtually
un-chipable. To test them, they are banged together as hard as possible. With no
effect or marring.
4) The Piper, with an additional wireless kit, can write wirelessly to 2 computers
simultaneously so that for those reporters who bring a scopist with them and need
that scopist to sit away, like in a hallway, and edit the transcript as they go so
that at the end of the day they have a completed and edited transcript for those
important trials. (Thank you Ginger Brooks for this idea)
5) The Piper is totally user maintainable just at the Gemini2 was.
6) The Piper saying "Gemini Piper......because your work is too personal not to be
personal."
More features that will be announced
1) All packages (IE, court reporter, Captioners, Economy) all come with a carrying
case
2) The Economy package now has the 3D adaptor in the package
3) We now have completed Finger drills for the IPAQ’s (Palm Pilot) and those go
with every PDA (Palm Pilot) purchased free of charge
4) The IPAQ now can create job files that can be red directly into your CAT
software without having to sync or use the Stenosync Desktop.
5) Stenosync the Program has been renamed to Stenosync Silver
6) Stenosync gives the IPAQ; 4 backup methods now without the computer included
(the internal memory, the SD card, the CF card, and then we create a 4th copy
whenever the DB is erased so that we have total redundancy.)
7) We can now offer the ANITA PAUL realtime mastery tape series 1 & 2 on an SD card
that can be listened to on the IPAQ with earphones while you write to the Stenosync
software. (pricing TBD)
18) We are offering discounts at the Convention of 10% off everything until 8-8-05.
14) We will be quoting 6-8 weeks delivery time for those placed after the 21st.
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However. I think it will not take that long but I want to give us plenty of time
and give us the ability to deliver to them early.

By the way ... the folks over at the Neutrino Group would like everyone to know that the job of Gemini
Paint Tester has been filled, so please, Please, puh-LEASE stop e-mailing, calling, and flooding them with
resumes!
Please?
Udate(23JUL05)
Someone was kind enough to post the new .pdf for the A3 Mira. The .pdf is here ... and for those who
can't do Acrobat, I have these .gifs:

Just like the Fusion images, clicking these images will open a new window with a larger version of the
image.

digitalCAT Chat Update
I recently had the dubious pleasure of reliving the wonders of dialup, and trying to look at my digitalCAT
Chat page. Boy, did those .jpg images load sl-l-l-lll-o-o-ooo-ww-w-www-l-l-lll-y-y-yyyy! :o(
Since the whole point of the DC Chat page was to allow people to read them without waiting for the pages
to load (yes, even on dialup), Something Had To Be Done ...! ... and that something was to convert the
.jpg images to .gif. Hope it works better for dialup folks ....!
Update (21JUL05)
As expected, Stenograph has put up a page on their new writers. You can find the Stentua Fusion here,
and you can find the new Mira A3 here.
Of course, for those of you who can't wait for the page to load, here's a picture of the new Mira A3:
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Of course, clicking on the picture will take you to the new Mira's page.

New Gemini Announced
If you go to the Gemini Writer home page, you'll see an announcment about the new Gemini Piper.
You'll also see a scrolling banner which says to come back next week for pictures. :o(
In the meantime (and in between times, as former KPFA DJ Akilah, the Woman Dread used to say back in
the day), Marc Greenberg reproduced a table comparing all the writers (well, the newer ones, anyway)
that he modified from one that was on the Gemini site (can't find it now, but I'm sure it will be back on the
26th or thereabouts). You can see that table here.
Interestingly, I got an e-mail from who I thought was someone who I thought was one of the techs at
Gemini a few months ago, suggesting that I put up just such a table on my (cheap and sleazy) website. I
thought it was a good idea at the time, and ... well, let's not dwell on the past --! :o) Suffice to say that a
variation on this table will make it into the Technolust piece, sooner or later.
I'm thinking later (thanks to that big Harry Potter book sitting on a box at the foot of my bed ....)
Update (16JUL05)

In the "Duh" Department ...
If you saw yesterday's hot news item, you probably saw the TLA "pdf". As I have it (thanks again, Erika
G.), it might be good to provide a link to the actual-factual (as my youngest niece used to say) .pdf.
And, speaking of the new writers, there's a bit more news; for the sake of continuity, it's just above the
"Item Number Two" heading.
Update (15JUL05)
Two things ... but first, this hot news item:
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NEW WRITER ALERT
Thanks to Erika G., who was kind enough to send me this info, I am able to let you know that Stenograph
has a new writer to compete with ProCAT's Stylus. It's called the Stentura Fustion.
Sorry about the lack of link; Stenograph I guess wants to roll this out at the big convention down there in
hot ("But it's a dry heat!", as my Dad says) sunny Phoenix, Arizona next week ... but when there's a link
available, I will put it here.
But, if you can't wait, here's both of the pages from their introductory .pdf (click images for a larger view):

Initial impressions: Looks a lot like the Stylus ... and I'm sure there will be a few new 8000LX owners that
might be unhappy ...!
We'll see.
Thanks again, Erika!

New Writer Update
A higly-placed source (well, okay, s/he's a Case Catalyst trainer (more or less; I don't want to get anybody
in trouble here)) confirmed the existence of the Stentura Fusion.
S/he also said there is a new Mira scheduled for release at the convention. The writer will have built-in
Audiosync, like the Fusion (and the Stylus and the soon-to-be-released (???) Passport). The big question:
Will owners of the G2 (and G1) Mira be able to have their writers upgraded to the elan Mira A3?
Well, yes and no.
It's a matter of $$$ ... as in buying the new machine and getting credit for your old one. It's a start though
....

Item Number Two:
For those of you who use digitalCAT, recently, there was an online chat at Marc Greenberg's excellent
Steno Life ... all about (yes, you guessed it ...) digitalCAT!
Alas, I was unable to actually attend the chat ... but the moderator, Rhoda, was kind enough to save some
screen shots of the chat ... about 40 of 'em! She pasted these screen shots into a Word document, and
uploaded it to the Files section of the Yahoo group, courtreportingstudents.
Unfortunately, in the Word document, the text is a bit difficult to read ... so I did some magic with Word,
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GraphicConverter and CreaText, and I now present these 40 pages for all to see. There are some
interesting revelations in there; anyone ready for digitalCAT for Dunces?
Update (9JUL05)
I've got a new one for my fellow students who are using digitalCAT. If you're a student and don't need
Audiosync or don't need to save any files, this piece will show you how I handle my digitalCAT file
managment.
If your Transcription folder has about 600 files in there, you need to take a look at this one.
Update (7JUL05)
Some minor updates to my Fear Computers No More document: A few new pictures and some minor
updates to the text. Also moved away from the table format; if I did it right, you won't notice a thing ...! :o)
Update (3JUL05)
As promised, I have updated both my Writers and Software and Laptops -- Oh My! and my Doing it
eBay documents ... and look! It didn't take a Plutonian week this time.
Also, I have added a new article, which shows you how to do some basic cleaning of your steno
machine.
This one was prompted by someone on one of the forums asking how to clean the cat hair under her
steno keys ... and only applies to Stentura 200/400/500/6000/8000/ProCAT Flash-style machines (though
that should not stop those of you who own other machines from taking a look).
This article will also require a little shopping for materials (about $15.00 worth), so make your list and
check it twice ....
Update (29JUN05)

"It's Dead, Jim."
The digitouch writer, that is.
I opened up the office copy of the new JCR, and found this notice from Stenovations:
"We regret having to report that the digiTouch writer is based on technology and
products developed and manufactured by Fingerworks and the University of Delaware;
that Fingerworks has been acquired by a major corporation; that said acquiring
corporation does not want its identity revealed and such is not known to us; and
that Fingerworks' technology and products will be terminated.
However, please rest assured we will not be deterred in our efforts to develop an
even more inexpensive and superior writer. We also have an inventory of digiTouch
writers."

Nothing on the Stenovations web site as yet ...
One of the denizens of CompuServe Court Reporting Forum posted this:
"Just got off the phone with Stenovations and Jamie the tech says the new version
of the Digitouch will have slightly raised keys, about a quarter inch, and the
keyboard will not be customizable."

I spoke to Jamie myself, and he confirmed the basics of the new writer. As for an ETA, I couldn't quite pin
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him down on that ... but when I find out, I'll post it here.
Also, I heard that Acculaw now has an eBay store. This is good, as it is another vendor on eBay you can
buy used steno machines from.
I will update both my Writers and Software and Laptops -- Oh My! document and my Doing it eBay
piece Soonest ... as well as the Technolust piece to reflect the digiTouch info.
And no, it won't be another non-Earthly week! Sheesh ....
Update (11JUN05)
Updated the Writers and Software and Laptops -- Oh My! piece to reflect the info on the Passport. Did
this while stalling on translating the Gemini piece to HTML! :o)
And, speaking of that Gemini piece, it's done! If you're curious about the Gemini Writer, my classmate,
Charity Chainus, has written an excellent review. You can find it here. I'm sure you will enjoy it!
Update (10JUN05)
It's done ...! Yes, that's right, this time I am talking about the Technolust piece. It includes the updated
Passport information, and a pair of interesting facts about the Mira. It also explains -- more or less -- why
the "next week" update time for this page took so long ...! :o)
I wouldn't recommend using this excuse with your boss or an angry spouse waiting for an anniversary gift.
For that matter, I also don't recommend, on your first day at a new job, telling your new boss who is
struggling to recall something that you'll search his or her mind for the answer ... and then telling your new
boss, "I'm drawing a blank here!"
Yes, I did keep my job; why do you ask? In fact, this boss is one of my references.
Update (9JUN05)
Well ...! It's my birthday. How's that song go again? Oh, yeah:
And you run, and you run to catch up with the sun, but it's sinking ...
Racing around to come up behind you again ...
The sun is the same in a relative way, but you're older ...
Shorter of breath and one day closer to death ...

Whoa --! That's extremely depressing (what was that?!? Was that a wheeze?). Maybe I meant this song:
It's my birthday and I'll sigh if I want to,
Whine if I want to ...
Cry if I want to ...!
You would whine too if it happened to you ...!
("Give him four Haldol!")

Haldol? No thanks, Dr. Green ...!
(Yeah ... that's much better ...!)
Anyway ... came home after a hard day at school (my Literary test included words like "human immuno
deficiency syndrome," and a few others too scary to recall; thanks a LOT, Crystal!! Still having nightmares
....), I found my roomie had left me a present on my bedroom door:
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Thanks, Jacqueline! :o)
In other news, one of my classmates has submitted a review of her Gemini writer ...! I am converting the
article to HTML, and it will be up in a couple days.
No, really ...!
Update (24MAY05)
I am doing some tweaking of all the pages on this (cheap and sleazy) website: Fixing broken links, getting
rid of the table design in the articles and going with straight CSS, and tweaking the writing here and there.
You know, basic housekeeping.
Update (21MAY05)
Some minor updating to The Good Stuff (killed off the table layout so it will look right in all(?) browsers).
I also got the skinny on Passport ... but it's down there with the rest of the Passport info. Just scroll down
a bit ... can't miss it.
Ideally.
Update (20MAY05)
Small update: Trimmed off a few pictures (Sorry Mary, Kat and Kenya!) and hacked away a few of these
updates from Days Gone By.
Update (19MAY05)
Three things. First, a minor update to this page: The titles next to the images for the documents are now
links.
Second, a minor update to The Good Stuff, which now includes the Passport info on this page.
And, speaking of Passport (Thing Three for those of you keeping track), here's some news:
Bad news for those of you (or should I say "us") waiting for Passport, Advantage Software's uber-cool
steno machine. I received an e-mail yesterday from someone who attended an Eclipse seminar in Las
Vegas, and ... well, here's her e-mail:
I just came back from the Eclipse seminar in Las Vegas this weekend. The bad news
is Advantage Software has now hired a new company to create/build their new writer
about 2 months ago. So they are starting from ground zero. They did not even have a
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shell at the seminar. They only had a keyboard there that was reluctantly shown to
a few people. It wasn't even worth looking at. A lot of folks were disappointed.
I'm so glad I sold my three StenoRam Ultras and am now using the Stentura 8000.

Well. That's the bad news. Here's the (potentially) good news:
The official word from Advantage (David and Cindy Siebert) today is that the new
company that was hired a few months ago was just to build (not design or create)
the casing because they don't have the means to do it at Advantage. They indicated
the "mechanical prototype" that was there was well received. Is that the keyboard
you saw, maybe? Cindy said unless they have a hurricane-related delay (like they
did last year), she knows of no reason why the Passport won't be available by the
end of the year. That still isn't the summer as they'd hoped for before, but I'm
willing to hold off a few more months.

Alas, those Official Words came from the Subscriber's section of Advantage Software's CR-Net Forum.
The link is to the freebie version of the forum ... where I have posted a question about the status of the
Passport, literally just a few moments ago, as I write this. Hope the above info is correct ....
So, there you have it. I will be e-mailing my contact at Advantage Software to see if I can get the 411 for
you, as well as monitoring traffic over at the CR-Net Forum. Stand by ....

(21MAY05): Here's the (more or less) final bit on Passport, thanks to Cindy Siebert, wife of Passport
designer Dave Siebert:
Glen, the mechanical prototype went to the user's group meeting last week in Vegas.
The users were able test the feel of the writer. It is my understanding that it was
well liked (David and I were not actually there).
The project has not been handed off to a third party. We did hire an Engineer to
help get the Passport ready for production. He is doing things such as designing
molds and the tools needed to produce the writer. The Passport is still Advantage
Software's design.
I hope this helps. If you have any additional questions, please let me know.
Cindy

Whew ...! That clears that up. Thanks, Cindy!
Update (5MAY05)
Looks like we're live ...! No new content, alas ....
Update (5MAY05)
It had to happen ... yes, that's right: I have purchased my own domain. This (cheap and sleazy) website
will be moving to http://www.cheapandsleazy.net! ... just as soon as the domain is activated. Update
your bookmarks ....
Update (24APR05)
My (cheap and sleazy) website will be offline for a week or so. Don't know when, just know it will be Soon.
Why? It seems my ISP is about to become a little unhappy with me. Couldn't pay the bill due to the Big
Move (I'm sure I mentioned that somewhere ...), so they will be shutting off my service in a few days.
Hopefully they will keep the website up so I can put up a page to point everyone to the new site, but ...
well. If wishes were Acuras ...
On the plus side, I will be purchasing my own domain (probably cheapandsleazy.something-or-other) ...
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and I will upload everything there. I will also post warnings on the boards I frequent. Then I'll be doing
some begging ... about which, the less said the better.
When the site is back online (or shortly thereafter), I will upload a piece on basic maintenance procedures
for your steno machine. I tried very hard to let my machine get dirty enough to take decent pictures, but I
just couldn't bring myself to let my machine get that bad ...! Fortunately, my school was kind enough to
provide one so afflicted (ugh!). I should warn you: The pictures are not for the squeamish ...
Update (6MAR05)
Small update to the Got Fear document; just added another bit about cheap iBooks. I just bought a used
one for $500 for my daughter the other day. Much better than the Clamshell iBook I bought originally ... my
daughter will be most pleased (but don't tell her ...! It's a surprise!).

(Update, 30APR05) Good news ...! She was very surpised. "Dad-Dude" Done Good.
Update (4MAR05)
Well, it's done -- finally! No, I'm not talking about my Technolust piece (one of these days ... really!).
Instead, I am talking about the piece on eBay ...! It's called "Doing it eBay," with a subtitle of "I Wouldn't
do That if I Were You!".
I'm in a good mood (translation: I'm feeling lazy today), so ... no quiz.
This week. Next week ... who knows? :o)
Update (20FEB05)
If you've seen any of my posts on the various forums on the subject of speed building, you'll know they
usually read like so:

Blah blah blah Courtreportinghelp.com, blah blah blah The Drill Machine, blah blah blah Speed
Teacher blah blah blah Ultimate Speed Teacher Drill, blah blah blah blah!
You've seen one of those posts, right?
If so (or even if no), here is a rather important announcement: Stephen Shastay, the Lead Steno Rebel at
courtreportinghelp.com is releasing, starting TODAY (20FEB05, for those of you who are a day or so
late ...), two free books on stenography. The first, "The Shastay Way," discusses the only two rules you
need to conquer steno. The second, "The Plateau", written by Anna Mae Tedley, Barb DeWitt and
Stephen Shastay, will discuss technical answers to common stroking problems.
"The Plateau" will be serialized weekly (Chapter Six (out of order) is available now). "The Shastay Way"
will not ... not exactly. Instead, you can read the basics of "The Shastay Way" in Stephen Shastay's blog,
named Steno is Fun!!. New posts arrive daily -- sometimes twice in a day -- and this blog will disappear
when the book is available.
I have been saving all of the blog entries into a Word document; if Mr. Shastay is agreeable, I'll zip it when
it's done and put it in that big batch of zipped .rtf files (missed those? Check the bottom of this page). The
Word version of the blog is in chronological order, as opposed to the reverse order that is typical of a blog,
so ... fair warning!
Oh, did I mention the new free audio drills?
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This article (Fear Computers No More) shows the reluctant CR student enough to get
by on any computer (within reason -- which means, no DOS). I wrote this one because I
noticed some of my fellow CR students doing some very strange things (don't ask!) in
the computer lab. It also includes some information on keeping your system pop-up free
during your internet travels.

This article (Writers and Software and Laptops -- Oh, My!) shows the CR student
what to look for in CAT software, laptops, and steno machines.

This article (Erin Duncan: A Captioner Comes to Call) was written back in November
and December of 2003, after captioner Erin Duncan came to CRI Seattle and spoke
about life as a captioner. I attended both sessions and took notes.

This article (Technolust: A Look at the New Writers) is ... well, a brief look at the New
Writers (as of 22OCT04, anyway ...).

This article (Homestudy Speed Testing, by guest writer Dave Winkeler) is for CR
students studying on their own, who find themselves needing to know how fast they are
stenoing.

This article (The Paper Conundrum, by myself and guest writer/video ninja Jegajothy)
is for CR students who have, at one time or another, run out of paper at the wrong time
(i.e., during a test). Read this (and watch the video), and that will not happen any more!
You'll even save a buncha money.

This article (The Problem With Symbols, by guest writer Maria Garrido,) teaches the
CR student how to get those weird symbols (like this: ™) that aren't on the regular
keyboard to work via their steno machines by mucking about (that's a technical term, by
the way) with their CAT software and the guts of Windows.
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This article (The Gemini Writer: A New User's Review, by guest writer Charity
Chainus), describes Charity's experiences and impressions of the Gemini Writer. (Now, if
I could just get her to do the same thing for the Treal ...)

This article (Steno Stuff: Some Basic Tips for Cleaning Your Steno Machine), gives
some basic instructions for cleaning your steno machine. The title sucks, and I'll fix it ...
one of these days. I am, of course, open to suggestions ... (Like the cat? That's my late
grandmother's cat, Ebony; she knows how to pose for a picture, that's for sure ...)

This article (digitalCAT File Managment for Students), describes a (cheap and sleazy)
method of keeping your Transcriptions folder from being overrun with transcript files you
don't need.

This article (digitalCAT Chat), is actually made up of a bunch of images of a recent
online chat about digitalCAT. Click the arrow for the next image. Good info here ...!

Did I forget something?
Did one of my jokes suck?
Do you have any ideas to help me improve these documents?
Shoot me an e-mail:

Oh, and what good is a web page without a few Links ....?
The folks at Court Reporting Help have over the years put up a lot of good information on stenography,
etc. ... unfortunately, not all of it is easily accessible. Fortunately, thanks to the Way Back Machine, I have
retrieved a bunch of these documents, including some newsletters from the long-dead web site of one of
their members, Ms. Barb DeWitt. These are .rtf files, so any word processor will open them ... and if you
don't have a word processor, WordPad will open them (if you have Windows, you have WordPad). Get
them here.
Also, just in case ...

The entire contents of this website are
copyright © 2003 - 2005 by Glen Dwayne Warner and assorted Guest
Writers
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